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After the Hookup, an
App

I tap the arrow ten times and it vibrates; we
are disconnected.

By Paul Soulellis
Dec 09, 2015

The Space Between Us, a new app from David Horvitz, does so little. It’s
Grindr in reverse, a post-hook-up tool for conjuring the other, after the
fact. While some geo-location apps invite us to visualize the users
around us, leading to chats and meetings—zooming in on the physical—
this work goes the other way. It begins with a physical encounter and
adds distance. 

The generic design belies the complex relations the app sets in motion.
Designed by Mia Nolting and programmed by Miles Peyton, it draws a
dotted line across the planet between two users, as the crow flies, and
the connection is intimate and beguiling. Once downloaded, a fat white
arrow spins clockwise against an ultramarine (“beyond the sea”)
background. It’s dumb. The instructions tell me that the spinning
continues until I find another user. The frustration of having no one to
play with at first makes me think of Grindr’s addictive optimism, where
I’m constantly presented with new players, potential chats and
outcomes. What’s more ridiculous: browsing or not being able to? 



Twenty-four hours had passed since downloading; the delayed
gratification was already trying my patience. Determined to beat the
lonely spinning arrow, I pair up with a friend. Our arrows immediately
lock, pointing toward each other across the room. The Space Between Us
really does its thing when we separate. As the distance between us
increases, the arrows never stop pointing. This app is a relational
compass. I turn my body to face my friend, wherever he is. The
dislocation is displayed in kilometers, but that space between us is
collapsed in emotion and thought. 

At this point, there’s nothing else to do but imagine his presence in
relation to mine. Like much of Horvitz’s work, time and space are
presented in plain terms, but are not to be taken for granted; constructs
are at play, relative and personal. In The Distance of a Day (2013), a
related work, Horvitz filmed the sun rising from the east on one iPhone
at the same moment that his mother, at a location far away, filmed it
setting to the west on another; later, the two devices were displayed in a
gallery, side-by-side, a spatiotemporal collapse through a single event.
Horvitz used the movement of the earth to connect himself with his
mother; he says the work is the sun in their eyes at the same time.
Bodies facing each other across a large distance, looking towards one
another, imagining the other in a moment. 

David Horvitz, The Distance of a Day (2013)

For the next few days I look at my arrow, imagining my friend from time
to time, 0.5 kilometers, 2.5 kilometers, 249 kilometers away. I picture him
downtown, going home to Brooklyn, on a train traveling to Rhode Island.
Turning myself toward his physical presence “out there” in the world is
an odd, vaguely intimate feeling. Surveillant, almost. I think of reasons to
turn our bodies in relation to the planet: the sun, moon, weather, gods. A
few days later, I tap the arrow ten times and it vibrates; we are
disconnected. Released from our strange bond. 

Unlike functional apps that feature maps or profiles, The Space Between
Us describes users only in relation to each other. Horvitz uses minimal
means to link us up beyond physical location, if we’re open to it. All we
need is an agreement and somewhere to set our sight. 
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CURRENT PAST
Los Angeles
John Altoon
LOS ANGELES COUNTY MUSEUM OF ART (LACMA)
5905 Wilshire Boulevard
June 8–September 14
In a 1954 de Kooning knockoff called Mother and Child hung
at the beginning of John Altoon’s long-posthumous (and very
politely hung) retrospective, a lone squiggle floats like an
errant feather across the surface of seething figures. Laura
Owens points it out in the show’s stellar catalogue (which
also includes a brilliant, anal-recussive screed by Paul
McCarthy that would make Pere Ubu blush). Altoon’s singular
career flows out of that single, wholly deliberate, slightly
sploogy mark.

A little fleshy, a little gross, his spacey pastel abstractions
sometimes look like reassembled fourth-dimensional space
aliens, but like the East Coast AbEx defector Philip Guston,
all the primordial ooze coalesced mid career into figures. For
Altoon, these figures shape into jangly lined porno drawings
and reworked advertisements, their barely suppressed lusts
splurting to the top. His muted palette of tertiary turquoises
and lavenders rocks steady throughout with levity, but the
play of the purposeful squiggle expands out of the necessary
self-seriousness of midcentury abstraction and into the
freewheeling ’60s, the postwar abstract angst swirling into
form around the new found sexuality. Collected by Mike
Kelley and McCarthy, Altoon inspired with a blithe spirit in life
and work a few generations of Los Angeles artists including
Monique Prieto, Monica Majoli, and Barbara T. Smith, all also
contributors to the catalogue.

Altoon ultimately turned whimsy to a purpose—individual desire wrought fearlessly and joyfully can be a
revolutionary act within a regimented society. In 1966, Altoon collaborated with Robert Creeley on a series
of lithographs and poems titled About Women (a favorite subject). Creeley matched the corporeal joy
blossoming out of his collaborator near the end of his life (snipped short by a heart attack at forty-four in
1969): “Always your / tits, not breasts, but / harsh sudden rises of impatient flesh . . . which flower /
against the vagueness / of the air you move in.”

— Andrew Berardini

John Altoon, Untitled, 1964, pastel and ink on
illustration board, 56 ! 40“. From the series
”Hyperion," 1964.
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David Horvitz
BLUM & POE | LOS ANGELES
2727 S. La Cienega Boulevard
July 12–August 23
In a message sent to the Blum and Poe’s mailing list prior to
the opening of this exhibition, David Horvitz declared that a
portion of the line between Alaskan and Pacific Time Zones
had been shifted into the gallery. The artist attached a copy
of his letter to the US secretary of transportation initiating an
official request to designate a small wedge of the space as
UTC-08:00. As there’s no clear economic benefit for that
section of floor to sync with Alaska, it seems certain the
request won’t be granted.

A line of clear glassware, partially filled with salt water
gathered from the line’s original position, ostensibly marks
the new position of this conceptual and bureaucratic
boundary as it bisects one gallery room. Yet the artist's email makes an eerier artwork, as this
materialization of the timeline visualizes—more than Horvitz’s gesture, more than any poetics of
impossibility—a pathetic kind of persuasion. An imaginary line is imaginary—it might change position
constantly, quantum-like—but a row of vases weighs down the possibilities floated by Horvitz’s proposal.
His quixotic charge into bureaucracy, rather than revealing an endemic insanity in the DoT's procedure,
seems to shore up its dry practicality.

Elsewhere, a line of disarmingly awkward photos document Horvitz’s performance of viewing the Pacific

View of “David Horvitz,” 2014.
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Ocean from public-access points, arranged south to north. His sense of documentation is casually digital
—yet also bound to a kind of object poetics that owes a huge debt to early Conceptual practices. Horvitz's
sincerity seems calibrated to pierce the weight of his references—but when this falls flat, there’s enough
latent absurdity in his methods to backpaddle into bad faith.

— Travis Diehl
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“Contort Yourself”
KAYNE GRIFFIN CORCORAN
1201 South La Brea Avenue
July 12–August 30
The small, sincere voice of Sue Tompkins echoed from the
courtyard into the gallery during the opening of “Contort
Yourself,” an exhibition of four Glasgow-based artists.
Singing with all the passion of a teenage punk chanteuse but
with none of the backing music, Tompkins’s voice was at first
jangly, then awkward, settling into its own strange beauty by
the end of her performance. Inside the ample, James Turrell–
designed gallery, her paintings and works on paper include
smallish gestures—signs, letters, shapes—writ loud, like her
voice, by the odd and singular force of their aesthetic ardor.
Hung low to the ground, the paintings overlooked vitrines of
her typewritten works, each a jumble of design and image
coded out of typography with a few words written almost in
declarations.

The room over, Jim Lambie’s vividly varicolored circus ladders reach from floor to ceiling. With mirrored
rungs, each leads nowhere but back at you in their reflections. One step beyond, behind a curtain, Luke
Fowler’s feature-length video All Divided Selves, 2011, is on view, a beautiful collage of archival footage
circling the controversial Scottish psychiatrist and poet R. D. Laing, who quietly winks at the camera in the
middle of a group-therapy session. With Jonnie Wilke’s ethereal sounds tinkling out of a hi-fi back in the
main gallery, the show begs some stab at their unified Scottishness (or more specifically Glaswegian-
ness): the absurd and sometimes twee heights of their joy, the cutting chill of their desolate winters in the
poorest city in the UK. Curated by Glasgow-based gallery the Modern Institute and titled after the electric
jolt of No Waver James Chance’s most famous tune (which also appears in a poster above Wilke’s
spinning record), this summer show comes together like a song.

— Andrew Berardini

View of “Contort Yourself,” 2014.
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